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ABSTRACT: Nonlamellar lipid arrangements, including
cubosomes, appear in unhealthy cells, e.g., when they are
subject to stress, starvation, or viral infection. The bioactivity
of cubosomesnanoscale particles exhibiting bicontinuous
cubic structuresversus more common vesicles is an
unexplored area due to lack of suitable model systems. Here,
glycodendrimercubosomes (GDCs)sugar-presenting cubo-
somes assembled from Janus glycodendrimers by simple
injection into bufferare proposed as mimics of biological
cubic membranes. The bicontinuous cubic GDC architecture
has been demonstrated by electron tomography. The stability
of these GDCs in buffer enabled studies on lectin-dependent agglutination, revealing significant differences compared with the
vesicular glycodendrimersome (GDS) counterpart. In particular, GDCs showed an increased activity toward concanavalin A, as
well as an increased sensitivity and selectivity toward two variants of banana lectins, a wild-type and a genetically modified variant,
which is not exhibited by GDSs. These results suggest that cells may adapt under unhealthy conditions by undergoing a
transformation from lamellar to cubic membranes as a method of defense.

■ INTRODUCTION

The amphiphilic nature of phospholipids and glycolipids
underlies the generation of bilayers, the biochemical platform
for membranes. Physicochemical exploration of phase diagrams
of lipids in water, as well as the electron tomographical
monitoring of biomembranes, has unveiled an unexpected
dynamic diversity of structural organization. Changes in the
lipid/protein inventory of cellsartificially engineered, asso-
ciated with hunger,1 or stress induced,2,3 for instance, in the
course of viral infection4can cause conversion to these
unusual spatial arrangements, specifically from lamellar bilayers
to bicontinuous cubic lipid phases, referred to as cubic
membranes. Of note, weak intermolecular interactions between

distinct epitopes of biomembranes such as cytochrome b5 or
microsomal aldehyde dehydrogenase appear as a driving force
toward appearance of these nanoperiodic structures.5,6 Cubic
membranes were also proposed as an RNA antioxidant defense
system, which may promote protein synthesis.7 When prepared
as tools, cubic membranes have been found to facilitate
crystallization of membrane (glyco)proteins and to exhibit
functional properties as transport and targeting vehicles.8 These
cell biology studies and arising practical applications prompted
us to study the chemical parameters that led to the preparation
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of this phase and of the bicontinuous cubic membrane known
as cubosomes.
Self-assembling block copolymers,9−11 dendrimers,12−14 and

other building blocks15 give rise to bicontinuous cubic phases in
bulk. In aqueous phase, synthetic lipids based on mono-
olein16−20 and amphiphilic block copolymers21 spontaneously
form nanoparticles denoted cubosomes19,22−24 with Ia3̅d
(gyroid, G surface),19,21 Pn3 ̅m (double diamond, D sur-
face),19,21 or Im3̅m (primitive, P surface)20,21 space group
symmetry, determined by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).22,25 Cubosomes
assembled from lipids or block copolymers can be prepared by
several methods including shaking,19 sonication,26 high-
pressure homogenization,27 emulsification,28 spray drying,29

dilution of ethanol solution with water,22 and cosolvent
dialysis.21 Our laboratory discovered that fast injection of a
solution of amphiphilic Janus dendrimers from a water-miscible
solvent such as ethanol or tetrahydrofuran (THF) into aqueous
media (water or buffer) followed by vortexing can form
complex architectures including monodisperse vesicles, discs,
tubes, fibers, and cubosomes.30 Because of the applications of
cubosomes in cosmetics,23 protein and drug delivery,31,32 for
coassembly with membrane channel proteins,33 and for the
conjugation of bioactive molecules,34 the simple injection
method is valuable since it can prepare cubosomes in just a few
seconds as compared with previous time-consuming methods.
It is possible to perform systematic delineation of structure
(building block)−structure (cubosome) relationships and to
perform functional analysis of the topological presentation of
surface-accessible groups in cubosomes, which can be
compared to lamellar designs. Because of the ubiquitous
presence and increasingly emerging biorelevance of carbohy-
drates, here we focus on a carbohydrate as the bioactive

headgroup by letting glycolipid-mimicking Janus glycoden-
drimers (GDs) self-assemble.35−39 The vesicular assemblies
from Janus dendrimers and Janus GDs, denoted dendrimer-
somes and glycodendrimersomes (GDSs), respectively, dem-
onstrated thickness,30,40,41 permeability,30,39 mechanical proper-
ties and stability30 as well as encapsulating capability30,39

comparable to biological membranes. With these biomimetic
models, recent studies have gained new insight into functional
aspects of natural variants of human adhesion/growth-
regulatory galectins by using GDSs with varying glycan density,
emphasizing the significance of glycan topology on cell
membranes for lectin reactivity.35−37,42,43 The related thickness
and biocompatibility of dendrimersomes and GDSs with
biological membranes facilitated their hybrid coassembly with
cell membranes.39 In fact, glycans and their lipid anchors have
enormous potential for self-interaction and structural organ-
ization of domains with (glyco)proteins, as well as the capacity
for serving as (patho)physiological counterreceptors for tissue
receptors (lectins).44

The first GDCs prepared had Pn3 ̅m cubic symmetry and
were stable in water but not in buffer.35 Lack of stability in
buffer prevented the use of these initial GDCs in biological
testing. In the course of studying the diversity of nanoparticle
populations established from a library of sequence-defined
Janus GDs, the presence of GDCs in buffer was observed in
addition to unilamellar and onion-like multilamellar GDSs.38

Because the sugar D-mannose (Man) used in these initial
studies is a signal in cell−cell/matrix interactions and routing of
glycoproteins44 and its presentation on GDSs35,36,38 had been
shown to maintain reactivity with the plant lectin concanavalin
A (ConA), the biomedical relevance of GDCs called for their
thorough structural characterization and a comparative analysis
of the engagement of different types of nanoparticles including

Figure 1. Molecular structures of amphiphilic Man-presenting Janus GDs. 2i-Man [1EOMan(1,2)], 4-Man [3EO(1,2,3,4,5,6)-3EOMan(7)], 3-Man
[3EO(1,2,3)-3EOMan(4)], and 5a-Man [3EO(1,2,3,4,5,6,7)-3EOMan(8)-3EO(9)].35,36,38 Solutions in THF were injected into water or HEPES
buffer to give a final concentration of 0.1 mM of Man. Diameter (DDLS, in nm) and polydispersity (PDI, in parentheses) were measured by dynamic
light scattering (DLS).
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GDCs in lectin-dependent aggregate formation. In order to
investigate variations in reactivity, two families of Man-specific
lectins differing in folding and arrangement of contact sites
were tested: (i) ConA45 with β-sandwich folding, which is also
common for intracellular lectins and adhesion/growth-regu-
latory galectins, and two sets of bivalency on opposing sides, as
used previously35,36,38 and (ii) banana lectin (BanLec) with β-
prism I folding and two neighboring contact sites per subunit in
the dimer.46−49 The importance of multivalent interactions and
cis-cross-linking, present in BanLec,48,49 on the ability of lectins
to yield stable aggregates with GDCs and GDSs was probed
with the H84T variant of BanLec, in which these properties are
diminished, causing a reduced extent of mitogenicity. Under-
standing lectin-dependent GDC/GDS agglutination can also be
a starting point to exploit Man residues to direct multi-
compartmental nanocarriers such as GDCs and GDSs to
specific cells, including dendritic or Langerhans cells and
macrophages, by presenting a glycan tailored to the character-
istic topology of their surface lectins and contact sites.44

Binding of glycans with lectins is involved in a diversity of
biologically relevant events including cell adhesion, differ-
entiation, inflammation, proliferation, immune response such as
recognition and interactions with viruses and pathogens, and
growth regulation.50−53 The newly available GDC/GDS supply
the tools to investigate the effect of the transition from lamellar
to cubic membranes in biological systems on the binding of
glycans with lectins. These investigations will provide insight
into the biological rationale for this architectural transformation
as a regulatory switch for lectin−glycan interaction.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Morphological Analysis of GDCs. An essential prereq-
uisite for biorelevance is GDC stability in buffer. Initially, GDC
generation had been reported after self-assembly of the
amphiphilic Janus GD 2i-Man [1EOMan(1,2)] (Figure 1)
with stability restricted to water.35 Sequence-defined variations
of the headgroup led to the discovery of the GD 4-Man
[3EO(1,2,3,4,5,6)-3EOMan(7)] (Figure 1) as a suitable
building block for the assembly of GDCs that are stable in 4-
(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES)
buffer.38 Seemingly subtle structural alterations, shown for the
Janus GDs 3-Man [3EO(1,2,3)-3EOMan(4)] and 5a-Man
[3EO(1,2,3,4,5,6,7)-3EOMan(8)-3EO(9)] in Figure 1, resulted
in the formation of unilamellar and multilamellar GDSs.36,38

The nanoparticles obtained by self-assembly in 0.1 mM
HEPES buffer-based solutions of Janus GDs were analyzed by
cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) (Figure
2a−d). In contrast to the GDSs assembled from 3-Man (Figure
2c) and 5a-Man (Figure 2d), which are vesicles with distinct
membrane bilayers as reported previously,36,38 4-Man formed
assemblies with complex interior networks (Figure 2a). Some
products of 4-Man self-assembly also include membrane
bilayers (Figure 2b), which surround the bicontinuous cubic
interior. Generated from a solution of increased concentration
(0.2 mM of 4-Man in HEPES, DDLS = 303.2 nm, PDI = 0.15),
the interior periodicity became more apparent, presenting a
hexagonal honeycomb arrangement (Figure 2e) encapsulated
in a bilayer membrane (Figure 2a,b,e,f and Figure S1a).
The large images from Figure 2e,f were selected to generate

the Fourier transform, and their modulated bilayer periphery is

Figure 2. Cryo-TEM. (a−d) Representative cryo-TEM images of GDCs self-assembled from 0.1 mM of (a, b) 4-Man, and onion-like GDSs self-
assembled from 0.1 mM of (c) 3-Man and (d) 5a-Man. (e, f) Cryo-TEM images of a large particle prepared from 0.2 mM of 4-Man imaged with (e)
0° tilt and (f) 20° tilt. (g, h) The diffraction patterns of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns of the regions denoted by a broken circle in (e)
and (f), respectively. The {110} and {111} features indicated arrangement in a Pn3 ̅m bicontinuous cubic phase, with a lattice parameter a of 20.3 nm
surrounded by a bilayer membrane.
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affected by the lacey carbon of the TEM grid. Tilting this
particle by 20° transformed the pattern to the arrangement as
observed in studies on lipid cubosomes (Figure 2f).25 Fast
Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of selected regions was thus
consistent with the Pn3̅m space group (double diamond, D
surface). The other bicontinuous cubic phases including Im3 ̅m
and Ia3 ̅d, as well as the reversed micellar cubic phase Fd3 ̅m,
could be eliminated by their patterns at a 20° tilt, which are
inconsistent with the observed pattern.54 On the basis of the
FFT patterns, d110 = 14.3 nm and d111 = 11.8 nm fit the ratio of
cubic symmetric Miller indices.
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The lattice parameter, a = √2 × d110 = √3 × d111, of the
Pn3 ̅m cubic lattice was calculated to be 20.3 nm, and the
assemblies aligned their [111] direction perpendicular to the
electron beam direction. The diffraction patterns obtained from
FFT analysis of cryo-TEM enabled modeling of the GDC
(Figure 3; for comparison, the GDS models in the cases of 3-
Man/5a-Man are also presented).38 The thickness of a Janus

Figure 3. Supramolecular GDC models from cryo-TEM. (a) The bicontinuous cubic morphology of the interior of the GDC self-assembled from 0.1
mM of 4-Man, and (b) a lattice unit and hexagonal arrangement of a GDC along the [111] axis, as shown in Figure 2e. (c, d) Schematic structures of
the onion-like GDSs self-assembled from 0.1 mM of (c) 3-Man and (d) 5a-Man are presented for comparison.38 The thicknesses of bilayers are
estimated from cryo-TEM data, as described.30,55

Figure 4. GDC morphology revealed in a cryo-electron tomogram. (a) Sequence of images by 3D cryo-electron tomography of GDCs assembled by
4-Man along the [111] direction. (b) Representative electron density map from slice 26 as shown in (a). (c) Schematic representation of
bicontinuous channels in the cubic phase. Red, magenta, and blue hexagons represent different layers A, B, and C, as observed in (a). (d) Schematic
representation of two independent networks of water channels (network 1 in green and network 2 in brown) connected in different layers. (e, f, g)
Model of the cubic phase reconstructed from 3D cryo-electron tomogram (Movies S1 and S2) presenting views from different angles, including (e)
perspective view, (f) top view with overlaid pattern as shown in (c), and (g) side view.
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GD bilayer and the symmetry of the Pn3 ̅m lattice require that
the GDC must be constructed from cubic membranes with
tetrahedral water channels (Figure 3b). Along the [111]
direction, different channels in different layers overlapped
(Figure 3b), calling for further analysis of the cubic structure.
Cryo-Electron Tomography (CET) and Structural

Reconstruction of GDCs. The success of CET in observing
the water and lipid (monoolein) network of the bicontinuous
phases for cubic membrane structures of “primitive” Im3 ̅m
symmetry56 informed its use for characterizing the “double
diamond” Pn3 ̅m cubosome. To reconstruct the 3D organization
of Pn3 ̅m GDCs assembled from 0.1 mM of 4-Man in HEPES,
the sample holder was tilted from −60° to +60° during data

collection (Movie S1). One well-defined GDC was selected for
3D reconstruction. It revealed that sections along the [111]
direction, which is the electron beam direction, show a
hexagonal arrangement of circles, which appear periodically
upon moving along the [111] direction (Movie S2).
Illustrations of slices with order numbers of 26, 33, 40, and
47 are shown in Figure 4a. Hexagons referred to as A (red), B
(magenta), and C (blue) define water channels in different
layers of the cubosome. Electron density maps reveal the high
electron density of the Janus GD bilayers and the low electron
density of water channels as expected (Figure 4b). The
bicontinuous cubic channels of Pn3 ̅m GDCs were well resolved
when combining the A, B, and C channels (Figure 4c). Two

Figure 5. Agglutination assays with ConA. (a−c) Change of turbidity over time in solutions of Man-presenting GDCs self-assembled from (a) 4-
Man (0.0125−0.1 mM in 900 μL of 10 mM HEPES, 1.0 mM CaCl2, and 1.0 mM MnCl2), and Man-presenting onion-like GDSs self-assembled from
(b) 3-Man and (c) 5a-Man (0.0125−0.1 mM in 900 μL of 10 mM HEPES, 1.0 mM CaCl2 and 1.0 mM MnCl2) with ConA (0.5 mg·mL−1 in 100 μL
of 10 mM HEPES, 1.0 mM CaCl2, and 1.0 mM MnCl2). (d) Molar attenuation coefficient, ε, and (e) rate constant of change in turbidity, k, of 4-
Man, 3-Man, and 5a-Man with ConA. ε, is adapted from the Beer−Lambert law, ε = A·(cl)−1, where A = plateau value of absorbance, c = molar
concentration of Man, and l = semimicro cuvette path length (0.23 cm). k is calculated from the curves in (a−c) in HEPES at t1/2, where t1/2 is the
time at which the observed absorbance is equal to half of the plateau absorbance. (f) Representative illustration of the tetrameric lectin ConA, in
which each binding site is loaded with the ligand methyl α-D-mannopyranoside (PDB 5CNA). The two cations Ca2+ (green sphere) and Mn2+

(purple sphere) that are essential for lectin activity are also highlighted. Orange arrows indicate Man-binding sites. The distances between binding
sites are indicated.
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sets of independent networks are shown in Figure 4d, with
network 1 (green) connecting nonadjacent A−C−B channel
layers and network 2 (brown) nonadjacent B−A−C channel
layers. A model of the cubic phase in the GDC (Figure 4e−g)
reconstructed from CET (Movie S2) illustrates the hexagonal
arrangement of channels (Figure 4f). In particular, A, B, and C
channels can be observed, suggesting that the supramolecular
model presented in Figure 3a,b is consistent with experimental
cryo-TEM data (Figure 2e). Although the exact morphology of
the outer membrane of the GDCs has not been elucidated,56 it
is apparent from cryo-TEM that its topology is modulated by
the internal cubic morphology generating an undulating
contour of the surface with variable curvature (Figure S1a,
Movies S1 and S2). Therefore, the topology of the outer

membrane of the GDC appears to be strongly influenced by its
interior structure.22,26,56 The morphology of the outer
membrane of the GDCs thus appears to be fundamentally
different from the smooth and nearly uniform curvature of the
membranes of GDSs (Figure 2c−d) which are not influenced
by their interior structure. As a means of investigating the
influence of these different outer-membrane morphologies on
function in a biological context, lectin reactivity of the GDCs
could be directly compared to the reactivity of GDSs.

Lectin-Dependent GDC/GDS Agglutination. The tur-
bidity increase after addition of lectin into buffer containing
GDC/GDS is due to carbohydrate-dependent agglutination,
which has been visualized with cryo-TEM in Figure S1b for
GDC and reported previously for GDS.35,42 Its monitoring with

Figure 6. Agglutination assays with WT BanLec and its H84T variant. (a−c) Agglutination assays of Man-presenting GDCs self-assembled from (a)
4-Man (0.0125−0.1 mM in 900 μL of 10 mM HEPES), and Man-presenting onion-like GDSs self-assembled from (b) 3-Man and (c) 5a-Man
(0.0125−0.1 mM in 900 μL of 10 mM HEPES) with WT BanLec (solid lines) and its H84T variant (broken lines) (0.5 mg·mL−1 in 100 μL of 10
mM HEPES). (d, e) Molar attenuation coefficient, ε of 4-Man, 3-Man, and 5a-Man with (d) WT BanLec or (e) its variant. ε is adapted from the
Beer−Lambert law, ε = A·(cl)−1, where A = plateau value of absorbance, c = molar concentration of Man, and l = semimicro cuvette path length
(0.23 cm). (f) Crystallographic structure of the dimeric WT BanLec loaded with dimannose (PDB 4PIK). Orange arrows indicate Man-binding sites.
Distance between binding sites is indicated.
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UV−vis provides a measure of the plateau level for particle
agglutination and the slope of the curve provides a measure of
the rate.35−38,42,43,57 The size of the GDCs increased from 115
to 242 nm with increase of Janus GD concentration (Figure
S2).
As illustrated by the respective curves and data obtained from

incubating ConA with GDC/GDS at increasing concentrations
of Man (Figure 5 and Figure S3), GDCs were most reactive,
extending initial data.38 Although the GDCs were most reactive
toward ConA (Figure 5d), they exhibited a reduced rate of
agglutination as compared to the onion-like GDSs derived from
5a-Man (Figure 5e), indicating differences in glycan
architecture. On the other hand, both GDSs (5a-Man and 3-
Man) show similar correlations between reactivity and rate,

reflecting their similar onion-like vesicular architectures (Figure
5d−e). The reduced rate observed for GDCs is unique as
compared to all previous studies on GDSs self-assembled from
Man and lactose (Lac) presenting sequence-defined GDs,
which consistently exhibit an increased rate corresponding with
an increase in reactivity.37,38 In contrast to the 5a-Man-derived
GDSs,38 aggregates of GDCs with ConA maintain some
stability even after addition of cognate sugar (Figure S4).
Saturating ConA with sugar by coincubation with the cognate
sugar Man (but not a noncognate sugar, i.e., Lac) blocked
particle agglutination nearly completely, serving as a specificity
control (Figure S4). To check for carbohydrate-independent
aggregation, a β-sandwich protein with reactivity toward Lac,
human galectin-3 (Gal-3) was added into Man-presenting

Figure 7. Agglutination assays with WT BanLec and its H84T variant. Man-presenting (a−b) GDCs self-assembled from 4-Man, and onion-like
GDSs self-assembled from (c−d) 3-Man and (e−f) 5a-Man, prepared with 0.05 mM of Janus GDs, 900 μL of HEPES were incubated with WT
BanLec (a, c, e) or in H84T variant (b, d, f) (0.5 mg·mL−1 in 100 μL of HEPES) with 100 mM of Man (red line) or Lac (blue line). A high
concentration (100 mM) of Man solution in HEPES (100 μL) was added at t = 50 s into GDCs or onion-like GDSs (900 μL of HEPES) with WT
BanLec (a, c, e) or H84T (b, d, f) (black line).
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GDCs/GDSs as a control experiment (Figure S5−S6). No
measurable agglutination was observed over a period of 1000 s.
Because the extent and rate of agglutination by trans-
interactions critically depend on the interplay of topological
features on both GDC and lectin, it is essential to pursue
further testing by altering lectin properties, thus taking into
account the vital aspect of multivalent contacts.
BanLec is another Man-specific lectin that is known to inhibit

viruses such as HIV and influenza A.48,49 The dimeric β-prism I
lectin BanLec differs in the positioning and distance of the four
Man-binding sites (Figure 6f and Figure S7) from tetrameric
ConA (Figure 5f). Although the topological pattern of contact
points for BanLec between particles is different from that of
ConA, it, too, is a potent hemagglutinin.48 A modified version
of the wild-type (WT) BanLec, in which histidine 84 is replaced
with a threonine residue (H84T), exhibits reduced activity at
one binding site while preserving activity at the other binding
site (Figure S7b). The H84T variant showed lower multivalent
activity but retained monovalent activity and antiviral
potency.48 Until this study, neither BanLec had been used in
agglutination experiments with a suitable model of a biological
membrane.
At low GD concentrations, the profiles of GDC/GDS

agglutination by both WT and H84T BanLec resembled that
for ConA (Figures 5 and 6). However, at 0.1 mM a marked
decrease in change of turbidity was measured for GDCs (purple
asterisks in Figure 6d−e and Figure S8). A more detailed
investigation between 0.05 and 0.1 mM revealed a maximum
response to BanLec at about 0.07 mM (Figure S9). Thus,
GDCs were less susceptible to agglutination with this dimeric
lectin than with tetrameric ConA beyond a threshold
concentration, distinguishing GDCs and GDSs on the basis
of agglutination. The drastically reduced responsiveness of
GDCs at 0.1 mM for BanLec illustrated the utmost importance
of the topological mode of contact-site presentation by the
lectin, a source of selectivity when considering biomedical
applications. In physiological terms, a transition to the cubic
phase may thus act as a switch for reactivity with a distinct
tissue lectin such as an adhesion/growth-regulatory galectin,
highlighting the possibility for differential functional pairing. Of
note, BanLec’s engineered variant already showed this deviation
at 0.05 mM (Figure 6 and Figure S8).
The stability and reversibility of agglutination were tested for

BanLec as for ConA by addition of Man. For GDSs, both
BanLec variants provided identical binding curves (Figure 7c−d
and Figure 7e−f). The inhibition of agglutination with BanLec
was weaker than with ConA, as indicated by the increase in
absorbance observed even after addition of a large amount of
Man. For GDCs from 4-Man, agglutination with WT and
H84T BanLec exhibited different responses in the presence of
Man. The H84T variant is significantly inhibited by Man. No
agglutination was observed when Man was added to the GDC
solution before addition of H84T BanLec (Figure 7b, red
curve). Similarly, the agglutination progress almost stopped
upon addition of Man 50 s after agglutination started with the
H84T variant (Figure 7b, black curve). By comparison,
aggregation of GDCs with WT BanLec (Figure 7a) was
evident even in the presence of Man. These sets of experiments
with two variants of BanLec demonstrate a substantial
difference in the interactions of GDCs and GDSs with BanLec
WT and H84T.
The similarity in the trends observed for GDSs despite the

differences in chemical structures of their constituent molecules

reported here for 5a-Man and 3-Man (Figure 6b,c) and in
other publications35,36 indicates that morphology rather than
chemical structure alone appears to be the driving force behind
variation in lectin reactivity. Furthermore, previous studies on
GDSs with WT and mutated galectin-8 variants43 demonstrated
the activity is not determined by the chemical structures of
Janus dendrimers but rather by the nature of galectins. For WT
and H84T BanLec here, H84T is expected to be less active than
WT BanLec,48 but only GDCs can discriminate between the
two. Thus, the different trend observed for GDCs is most likely
attributable to the membrane morphology rather than the
chemical structure of 4-Man. Because of the limited stability of
some of the GDS and GDC, three series of experiments with
WT and H84T BanLec lectins were carried out in water rather
than in buffer in order to support this morphology trend. The
first series refers to identical GDS morphology with different
chemistries on the periphery (2-Man [3EOMan(1,2)],38 3-
Man, and 5a-Man, Figure S10); the second series refers to
different morphologies with different chemistries on the
periphery (4-Man displaying GDC and 5a-Man displaying
GDS, Figure S10); the third series refers to almost identical
chemistries but different morphologies (2-Man forming GDS
and 2i-Man forming GDC, Figure S10). The first series of
experiments demonstrated, as previously reported,38 that
dilution of Man via a sequence-defined methodology increases
both reactivity and selectivity (Figure S10). The second series
of experiments demonstrated increased reactivity and selectivity
by decreased Man concentration (Figure S10). The third series
of experiments demonstrated that almost identical chemistries,
differing only in the number of ethylene glycol units from the
spacer of the Janus glycodendrimer, provided for different
morphologies different rates and different reactivity (Figure
S10). Stability experiments reported for this series (compare
Figures S10 and S11) support this conclusion. Therefore, while
the first two series of experiments demonstrated that it is
difficult to disentangle chemistry from morphology, the third
series of experiments demonstrated that for almost similar
chemistries the morphology determines the reactivity, the rate,
and the stability.
Recent work demonstrated that a cytokine receptor mutant,

which exhibited an additional glycosylation site, showed greater
reactivity toward lectins, resulting in its post-lectin-binding
partitioning into a nanodomain that prevented proper
functioning.58 Likewise, changes in membrane morphology
via a switch from lamellar to cubic architecture may be an
alternative route, distinct from mutation, through which the
functionality of a receptor may be enhanced or impaired by
altering the reactivity of the receptor toward lectins via a
topological change in sugar presentation, rather than a gain or
loss of a glycosylation site. In addition, the cytokine receptor in
the previous study plays an essential role in defense against
bacterial infection,58 indicating that changes in membrane
morphology may be pertinent as a regulatory switch for
controlling the function of membrane proteins involved in cell
defense by altering their reactivity toward lectins and thus their
partitioning into nanodomains.
These studies of GDCs and GDSs with lectins such as ConA

and BanLec reveal differences in bioactivity of cubic
membranes and lamellar membranes and therefore provide
insight into the conversion of lamellar biological membranes to
cubic membranes59 under unhealthy conditions.
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■ CONCLUSION

The preparation of GDCs, showing a Pn3 ̅m structure, stable in
buffer reported here, along with previously prepared GDSs
stable in buffer, formed a model system for comparing the
function toward sugar receptors of cubic membranes found in
diseased cells to lamellar membranes in healthy cells.
Agglutination experiments involving the three lectins ConA,
wild-type (WT) BanLec, and genetically modified (H84T)
BanLec, the latter two having never been previously employed
in such experiments, were performed to investigate the
difference in reactivity to sugar receptors between GDCs, as
models of diseased cell membranes, and GDSs, as models of
healthy cell membranes. For the agglutination with the classic
tetrameric mannose-binding ConA, GDCs showed higher
activity than GDSs. Agglutination with dimeric mannose-
binding BanLec revealed a dramatic decrease in binding at high
concentration (0.1 mM) for GDCs that did not occur for
GDSs. Furthermore, GDCs showed reduced reactivity toward
agglutination with H84T BanLec, as well as diminished
aggregate stability, as compared to agglutination with WT
BanLec. On the other hand, GDSs showed no significant
difference in agglutination with WT versus H84T BanLec,
indicating an inability to discriminate between the two lectins.
This study demonstrates a sensitivity and selectivity of GDCs
to agglutination with various lectins that are not present in
GDSs, indicating that cells may thus adapt in unhealthy
conditions by undergoing a transition from lamellar membranes
to cubic membranes as a means of defense. Building on
previous studies,58 changes in membrane morphology, which
alter sugar topology, may impact the reactivity of receptors
involved in cell defense toward lectins, supplying a regulatory
pathway by which the function of the receptors can be
enhanced or impaired. Although this study does not provide a
complete answer to why the membranes of some unhealthy cells
adopt a cubic architecture (Figure S12), it provides the first clues
to answering this unexplored question. These results encourage
further exploration of GDCs and GDSs as model systems for
the cell membranes in diseased and healthy cells as a method to
understand the structure−disease relationship, with relevance
to biomedical applications.

■ METHODS

Preparation of GDCs and GDSs. GDCs and GDSs were
generated by fast injection of 100 μL of a solution of
amphiphilic Janus GDs in distilled THF into 2.0 mL of water
or HEPES buffer, immediately followed by vortexing for
approximately 5 s.
Dynamic Light Scattering. DLS measurements of GDCs

or GDSs were performed with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano-S
instrument equipped with a 4 mW He−Ne laser (633 nm) and
avalanche photodiode positioned at 175° to the beam.
Instrument parameters and measurement times were deter-
mined automatically. Experiments were performed in triplicate.
Cryo-Transmission Electron Microscopy. Cryo-TEM

was performed on an FEI Tecnai G2 12 microscope at voltage
of 80 or 120 kV. Briefly, a droplet of 2 μL of a solution of GDS
or GDC was pipetted onto a lacey carbon film coated on a
copper grid loaded into a Gatan Cp3 cryoplunger. The sample
was blotted by hand for ∼6 s and then quickly plunged into
liquefied ethane (∼90 K) cooled by a reservoir of liquid
nitrogen to ensure the vitrification of water. The vitrified
samples were transferred to a Gatan 626 cryoholder in a cryo-

transfer stage immersed in liquid nitrogen. During the imaging,
the cryoholder was kept below −175 °C to prevent sublimation
of vitreous solvent. The digital images were recorded by a
Gatan low dose US1000 CCD camera. Image processing and
analysis were completed with ImageJ v1.50.

Cryo-Electron Tomography. Colloidal gold was added to
the sample to act as a fiducial marker for CET. To obtain a
sufficient dispersion of colloidal gold, the colloidal suspension
was spun down for 20 s and then resuspended into the GDC
solution, which concentrated the particles 5-fold. Sample
vitrification and imaging otherwise proceeded identically as
described above. Single-tilt series from −60° to +60° along the
alpha axis were collected by SerialEM at 1.5° increments.
Sample processing was done with IMOD60 using the eTomo
interface. As a US1000 charge-coupled device camera was used,
and any random outlier pixels from X-rays were removed
before image processing. A coarse alignment was done with the
image shift calculated from the cross-correlations, and then a
fine alignment was done by minimizing residual error in the
fiducial model. A boundary model using sample tomograms was
used to minimize the final tomogram volume and create the full
aligned stack. The final 3D reconstruction was generated using
SIRT and presented by UCSF Chimera.

Lectin-Dependent Agglutination. Agglutination assays of
GDCs or GDSs with lectin (ConA and BanLec) were
monitored in semimicro disposable cuvettes (path length, l =
0.23 cm) at 23 °C at wavelength λ = 450 nm by using a
Shimadzu UV−vis spectrophotometer UV-1601 with Shimad-
zu/UV Probe software in kinetic mode. HEPES solution of
lectin (100 μL) was injected into HEPES solution of GDCs or
GDSs (900 μL). The cuvette was shaken by hand for 1−2 s
before data collection was started. The same solution of GDCs
or GDSs solution was used as a reference. HEPES solutions of
lectin were prepared before the agglutination assays and were
maintained at 0 °C (ice bath) before data collection.
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